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Ateliers of Europe This visually stunning love letter to the art of traditional crafts 

takes readers inside Europe’s most illustrious, and in many 

cases endangered, decorative arts workshops.

Beginning in the Renaissance, ateliers were established as 

places for European artists to work and teach their crafts. 

Centuries later most of these spaces have disappeared, but a 

select few continue to produce some of the world’s most 

celebrated and sought-after objects in the areas of crystal, 

ceramics, wrought iron, fabric, bookbinding, mosaic, wood 

panelling and more. 

Ranging from the well-known to the obscure, this volume takes 

readers inside dozens of ateliers around Europe. Sumptuous 

double-page spreads feature alluring photography and 

fascinating background texts tell their stories. This book offers 

both a historic evaluation of how ateliers have been shaped by 

modern forces and also a clarion call for their preservation. 

On-Sale: Now

RRP: £45

Ages: Adults

For stockists visit prestel.com

Follow @prestel_publishing

https://prestelpublishing.penguinrandomhouse.de/book/Ateliers-of-Europe/John-Whelan/Prestel-com/e595057.rhd
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Temporary Pleasure
This unique, visually exciting look at the evolution of nightclubs 

across America and Europe since the 1960s reveals an 

unwavering truth about club culture: the one constant is 

change. Temporary Pleasure shows how nightlife spaces 

have evolved to meet the needs of each differing generation.

Each chapter focuses on a distinct phase and location 

including New York City’s disco scene; Ibiza’s counterculture 

communal retreats; Britain’s rave culture; and Berlin’s techno 

scene. The clubs come to life in double-page spreads that 

feature specs and detailed profiles, while numerous 

photographs offer their own vibey stories. The book features 

interviews with people who were involved from NYC disco 

mainstay DJ Justin Strauss to Ben Kelly, architect of 

Manchester’s legendary venue The Haçienda. 

As the world emerges from its Covid-induced isolation, this 

celebration of crowded rooms, dance-worthy beats and 

communal transcendence feels more important than ever.

On-Sale: 25th April 2023

RRP: £39.99

Ages: Adults

For stockists visit prestel.com

Follow @prestel_publishing

https://prestelpublishing.penguinrandomhouse.de/book/Temporary-Pleasure/John-Leo-Gillen/Prestel/e593438.rhd
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Joking Hazard Inspired by the hit webcomic Cyanide & Happiness which has 

over 11 million YouTube channel subscribers, Joking Hazard

is an adult party game which has sold 1.5 million copies to 

date. 

Compete with your friends and enemies to finish an awful 

three-panel comic strip about friendship, violence, sex and 

everything in between. 

The game contains 360 panel cards (including 10 add-your-

own-words cards) for millions of possible combinations. 

Suitable for three or more players. 

On-Sale: Now

RRP: £24.99

Ages: 18+

Available from Amazon.co.uk

For further information visit explosm.net

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Joking-Hazard-LLC-JHUS0000/dp/B01IA9R2TY/ref=sr_1_3?crid=3TUWX8J9Q5H9J&keywords=joking+hazard&qid=1680071960&sprefix=joking+hazard%2Caps%2C70&sr=8-3
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Master Dater In a fun twist on dating, Master Dater is the newest card game 

from Cyanide & Happiness. 

Players vie for each others' attention and affection by creating 

perfect, horrible dates pandering to very specific dating 

interests. Combine a head and a body into a perfect match and 

argue your way into the heart of the sexy single. Defeat your 

rivals, win at love! 

The game includes 300 weird interest cards, 230 head and 

body cards and guaranteed awkwardness if you play with your 

parents. Suitable for three or more players. 

On-Sale: Now

RRP: £30

Ages: 14+

Available from Amazon.co.uk 

For further information visit explosm.net

https://www.amazon.co.uk/Master-Dater-Cyanide-Happiness-Players/dp/B0B5HMDDVB/ref=sr_1_1?crid=2VOQX5MTGZBJP&keywords=master+dater&qid=1678182542&sprefix=master+dater%2Caps%2C95&sr=8-1
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The Mystery Agency
A gripping collection of award-winning escape-room puzzles in 

a box from The Mystery Agency and created by Henry Lewis, 

writer and star of West End hit ‘The Play That Goes Wrong’ 

and ITV’s riddle-based quiz show ‘Riddiculous’.

Compelling and puzzling challenges for Dads (and all the 

family) as you attempt to solve the mystery. Each mystery 

includes 25+ tactile and realistic pieces, which have been 

beautifully designed with an extraordinary attention to detail.

Solve a baffling, mind-mangling sequence of clues to crack 

combination locks, then launch an investigation across the 

many pieces of evidence supplied in the box and discover 

secret websites containing important clues.

Banish the ghost forever in haunted board game The Ghost in 

the Attic; go undercover to track down a missing casino cheat 

in The Vanishing Gambler; and unlock the ancient chest and 

break the ancient curse in The Balthazar Stone.

On-Sale: Now

RRP: £45

Ages: 14+

Available from themysteryagency.com

https://themysteryagency.com/
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